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Background: Multiple antiretroviral (ARV) regimens are effective at
achieving HIV viral suppression, but differ in pill burden, side effects,
barriers to resistance, and impact on comorbidities. Current guidelines
advocate for an individualized approach to ARV regimen selection, but
synthesizing these modifying factors is complex and time-consuming.

Methods: We describe the development of HIV-ASSIST (https://
www.hivassist.com), a free, online decision support tool for ARV
selection and HIV education. HIV-ASSIST ranks potential ARV
options for any given patient scenario using a composite objective of
achieving viral suppression while maximizing tolerability and
adherence. We used a multiple-criteria decision analysis framework
to construct mathematical algorithms and synthesize various patientspeciﬁc (eg, comorbidities and treatment history) and virus-speciﬁc
(eg, HIV mutations) attributes. We then conducted a validation study
to evaluate HIV-ASSIST with prescribing practices of experienced
HIV providers at 4 large academic centers. We report on concordance of provider ARV selections with the 5 top-ranked HIVASSIST regimens for 10 diverse hypothetical patient-case scenarios.
Results: In the validation cohort of 17 experienced HIV providers,
we found 99% concordance between HIV-ASSIST recommendations and provider ARV selections for 4 case-scenarios of ARVnaive patients. Among 6 cases of ARV-experienced patients (3 with
and 3 without viremia), there was 84% and 88% concordance,
respectively. Among 3 cases of ARV-experienced patients with
viremia, providers reported 20 different ARV selections, suggesting
substantial heterogeneity in ARV preferences in clinical practice.
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Conclusions: HIV-ASSIST is a novel patient-centric educational
decision support tool that provides ARV recommendations concordant with experienced HIV providers for a diverse set of
patient scenarios.
Key Words: HIV, antiretroviral therapy, clinical decision support
tool, multiple-criteria decision analysis
(J Acquir Immune Deﬁc Syndr 2019;82:188–194)

BACKGROUND
There are currently an estimated 1.1 million persons
living with HIV (PLWH) in the United States.1 Because of
advances in antiretroviral (ARV) tolerability and potency,
more people are living longer with HIV.2–5 Providing optimal
care for these persons requires providers trained in and
dedicated to HIV practice.6–8
Delivery of excellent lifelong care for PLWH is
challenging, requiring up-to-date knowledge of HIV medicine, including selection and monitoring of ARV therapy. In
addition to the 30+ ARV drugs in 7 different mechanistic
classes currently approved by the US Food and Drug
Administration (FDA), there are also a wide array of ﬁxeddose ARV combinations.9 The selection of an optimal ARV
regimen is a nuanced medical decision, with current guidelines advocating for individualized therapy that accounts for
multiple patient and viral characteristics.10,11 Factors that
must be considered include previous ARV treatment, adherence, HIV resistance mutations, viral load, comorbidities (eg,
renal function and cardiovascular disease), and drug interactions. Ultimately, the selection and management of appropriate ARV regimens requires a detailed understanding of
current treatment and prevention principles. Improved education for potential HIV providers is thus of critical concern.
Although there are many existing HIV educational
resources, there are very few interactive tools that allow for
patient-speciﬁc decision support and tailored educational
material.12,13 Current guidelines are comprehensive, but can
be time-consuming and challenging to navigate.10,11 For
example, when selecting a regimen for ARV initiation or
modiﬁcation, many patients do not fall neatly into categories
that have been explicitly studied. Although data may be
available related to risks associated with some comorbidities,
resistance mutations, or comedications individually (eg,
cardiovascular disease or drug resistance to some ARV
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classes), there is less literature available on how to integrate
these attributes and comprehensively approach patients with
more than one such modifying factor.
Our objective was to develop an online tool (HIVASSIST, https://www.hivassist.com) to provide patient-speciﬁc
clinical decision support while enhancing provider education
and knowledge. Through HIV-ASSIST, we hoped to develop an
objective, quantiﬁable approach to ARV selection that weighs
and presents information on each of these factors in a transparent
manner to assist clinicians in making treatment decisions.

METHODS
We developed HIV-ASSIST (https://www.hivassist.
com) as an online, interactive, educational tool to inform
clinical decision-making for ARV selection. HIV-ASSIST
was developed using widely available open-source software
including PHP (Zend Technologies; version 5.6), MySQL
(Oracle Corporation; version 5), Drupal (version 7), and
jQuery (version 1.10). HIV-ASSIST (version 1.1.0) is
currently available online and is free of charge to use.

Algorithm Development (Multiple-Criteria
Decision Analysis)
In developing HIV-ASSIST, we used a multiple-criteria
decision analysis (MCDA) framework, in which the set of
available therapeutic options is ﬁnite and known.14,15 To
implement this, we built a value measurement model to
mathematically capture the clinical ARV selection process.
Our goal was to generate a numerical aggregate value to allow
for comparison and ranking of all ARV regimen choices for
a particular patient-case scenario. In constructing a multiattribute utility function, we applied a compositional approach
that generated and subsequently combined separate estimates
of scores and utility weights for individual elements in the
clinical decision-making process. We acknowledged the
presence of multiple decision-outcome goals (ie, multiplecriteria) in development of the value measurement model.
Within the desirable objectives of ARV selection, we considered achievement of virologic suppression to have primacy,
with secondary goals to maximize tolerability, minimize druginteractions and side-effects, and maximize adherence (eg,
small pill size, number, and dosing frequency).
We deﬁned our set of ARV regimen options to be all
permutations of 2-, 3-, and 4-drug combinations of FDAapproved ARVs (doravirine, enfuviritide, and ibalizumab were
not included in the initial version). We then deﬁned a list of
factors related to ARV selection, drawing upon national guidelines and clinical experience. We constructed utility weights (or
utility functions resulting in utility weights) for each individual
ARV and ARV regimen in relation to our predeﬁned goals of
ARV selection. Initial valuation of utility weights was based on
the development team’s clinical experience, with iterative
reﬁnement based on user feedback and expert informants at
Johns Hopkins Hospital (JHH) and Brigham and Women’s
Hospital (BWH). We subsequently developed a multi-attribute
utility function that yielded a numeric value (“Weighted Score”)
for each of the possible treatment options, with lower scores
Copyright © 2019 Wolters Kluwer Health, Inc. All rights reserved.
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representing greater composite value or overall favorability of
that particular ARV regimen. HIV-ASSIST incorporates a webbased user interface where clinicians can enter patient-speciﬁc
variables and are presented an ordered “rank” list of treatment
options that are based on the HIV-ASSIST Weighted Scores.

Validation Study
We conducted a validation survey by distributing 10
hypothetical patient-case scenarios of varying degrees of clinical
complexity (see Table 1, Supplemental Digital Content, http://
links.lww.com/QAI/B348, ARV-naive and -experienced, with
and without comorbidities/comedications, and with and without
ongoing viremia) to a convenience sample of experienced HIV
providers not previously involved in the HIV-ASSIST algorithm
development. The survey participants included HIV providers at
JHH, BWH, the University of California San Francisco, and
Massachusetts General Hospital, who were asked to select an
ARV regimen for each scenario by free response (without
presentation or knowledge of HIV-ASSIST results). We report
on concordance of participant responses with the top 5 ARV
regimens ranked by HIV-ASSIST; for purposes of analysis,
cobicistat- and ritonavir-boosted PI regimens were counted only
once among ranked outputs. As a secondary measure of
agreement, we calculated the difference between the “Weighted
Score” of the top-ranked HIV-ASSIST ARV regimen and
participant-selected regimen, deﬁning a difference of ,1.0 as
good agreement, 1.1–2.0 as moderate agreement, and .2.0 as
poor agreement. Following each case scenario, survey participants were presented the 5 top-ranked HIV-ASSIST outputs (in
a randomized order) and asked to indicate if any were
considered medically contraindicated (see Supplementary Content, http://links.lww.com/QAI/B348).

RESULTS
Algorithm Development
1a. Algorithm Inputs (Deﬁning Attributes for
a Multi-Attribute Utility Function)
Based on a review of current guidelines, we identiﬁed 9
key patient- and virus-speciﬁc attributes for consideration in
ARV selection.10,11 We additionally identiﬁed several
patient-independent attributes related to ARV tolerability
(eg, pill size or dosing frequency and side effects), efﬁcacy,
and barrier to resistance (Fig. 1).

1b. Individual ARV Evaluation
Each identiﬁed attribute was considered a separate
dimension affecting an individual ARV’s activity or tolerability. A particular ARV’s utility weight incorporated degree
of activity based on known or suspected genotypic HIV
mutations, drawing upon a numerical scale deﬁned by the
Stanford HIV Drug Resistance Database.16 Individual ARV
utility weights were also inﬂuenced by a patient’s comorbidities or comedications and were either penalized or excluded
based on unfavorable interactions with a given comorbidity or
comedications. Utility weights related to comorbidities or
comedications were based on the team’s interpretation of
www.jaids.com |
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FIGURE 1. Schematic of HIV-ASSIST multi-utility attribute function. *Patient-independent attributes.**Applies greater numeric
penalty to regimens not meeting these criteria. †All ARVs were assigned a numeric utility score representing the degree of
preference or relative contraindication when administered with a given comorbidity or comedication.

degree of impact on tolerability or other secondary outcomes of
interest (eg, need for dosage adjustments or monitoring) from
data provided about drug interactions and comorbidities within
DHHS guidelines, a publicly available HIV drug interaction
database, and input from an experienced HIV pharmacist.10,17
Tropism and HLA-B5701 status were similarly incorporated as
utility functions that either allowed or excluded maraviroc or
abacavir, respectively, from ﬁnal consideration. Additional
utility weight considerations included pill burden, side-effect
proﬁle, and relative barrier to resistance. An individual ARV’s
net utility weight combined these attributes and represented its
composite drug activity and tolerability (Fig. 1).

Multi-Drug Regimen Evaluation
After generating composite utility weights for individual
ARVs, we constructed additional utility functions to evaluate
multi-drug ARV regimens across all attribute dimensions
simultaneously (Fig. 1). Utility weights associated with independent attributes such as viral load, CD4 cell count, number of
active drugs, pill burden, and dosing frequency were combined
with utility weights of each individual ARV within a particular
regimen to result in a numerical aggregate score (“Weighted
Score”). This multi-attribute function was calibrated to generate
a Weighted Score of 1.0 for regimens recommended “for most
people” by DHHS guidelines for ARV-naive individuals
without any comorbidities or comedications.10 Regimens with
lower aggregate Weighted Scores are interpreted as being more
preferred for the composite objective of achieving viral
suppression and maximizing tolerability and adherence. By
contrast, higher Weighted Scores (eg, .2.0) can be considered
less preferred in relation to this composite objective or as
representing regimens with poor evidence or evidence against
usage. Additional algorithm details are available; see Supplemental Digital Content; http://links.lww.com/QAI/B348, shows
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the HIV-ASSIST input page and results for the default patientcase scenario (ARV-naive without any comorbidities
or comedications).

Educational Content and Algorithm Transparency
To couple real-time clinical decision support with
medical education, we created “Education Sheets” summarizing guideline recommendations and clinic trial evidence for
all ARV regimens displayed by HIV-ASSIST. Educational
material also included dosing and administration information,
including adjustments for renal or hepatic insufﬁciency. To
ensure transparency of all algorithms as an educational tool,
and recognizing that clinicians may weigh some considerations (eg, the impact of a drug interaction) differently from
the developers of HIV-ASSIST, all utility weights and
functions involved in constructing given regimen’s ﬁnal
ranking and Weighted Score are made available to the user
(see Supplemental Digital Content, http://links.lww.com/
QAI/B348).

Validation Study
Table 1 (see Supplemental Digital Content, http://links.
lww.com/QAI/B348) shows results of a validation study to
assess concordance between HIV-ASSIST algorithmgenerated ranked outputs and ARV prescribing preferences
for a cohort of 17 experienced HIV providers (8 from JHH, 3
from BWH/Massachusetts General Hospital, and 6 from
University of California San Francisco; most of whom had
10+ years of experience managing HIV). Among the 4
hypothetical case scenarios of ARV-naive patients, we found
99% (67/68, range 94%–100% for each case individually)
concordance between provider-free responses and the 5 topranked HIV-ASSIST outputs (see Table 1, Supplemental
Copyright © 2019 Wolters Kluwer Health, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Digital Content, http://links.lww.com/QAI/B348, Scenarios
#1–4). For all cases involving ARV-naive patients, there was
good agreement between the top-ranked HIV-ASSIST regimen and the participant response based on the study-deﬁned
measure of agreement. The only discordant response featured
an ARV-naive patient with tuberculosis on rifampin, isoniazid, pyrazinamide, and ethambutol (scenario #4). For this
scenario, HIV-ASSIST prioritized EFV/TDF/FTC as a singletablet, once-daily regimen easily administered with directly
observed therapy. The discordant response was attributable to
its inclusion of TAF, which HIV-ASSIST excluded due to
potential drug interactions between TAF and rifampin (while
some data exists on using this combination, HIV-ASSIST
algorithms drew upon current guidelines at the time of the
study that recommended against usage).18
Among 3 cases of ARV-experienced patients with
viremia and different degrees of resistance (see Table 1,
Supplemental Digital Content, http://links.lww.com/QAI/
B348, Scenarios #5–7), there were 20 different ARV regimens suggested by the study participants, demonstrating
heterogeneity in clinical practice. Among these 3 cases, 24%
(12/49; range 13%–38% individually) of participants selected
the same regimen as the top HIV-ASSIST ranked output, and
84% (41/49, range 69%–94% individually) selected a regimen
concordant with the 5 top-ranked outputs. The higher
Weighted Scores of HIV-ASSIST outputs (0.5–1.95, 2.4–3,
1.3–3.4, for Scenarios #5–7, respectively) reﬂect relatively
poorer ARV regimen utility scores compared with options
available for the ARV-naive cases. Nonetheless, the median
differences in Weighted Scores comparing the top-ranked
HIV-ASSIST output and participant selections for these 3
cases were 0.5 (IQR 0.5–1.5, good-to-moderate agreement),
0 (IQR 0–0.6, good agreement), and 0.65 (IQR 0–1.95, goodto-moderate agreement), respectively. Of note, 2 responses
(one in scenario #5 and #7, respectively) were excluded from
statistical analysis for containing doravirine, which was not
included in HIV-ASSIST at the time of the study.
Among the remaining discordant responses across the 3
scenarios of ARV-experienced and viremic patients (8/49;
16%), BIC/TAF/FTC was chosen among 5 of 8 responses
(63%; 3/16 and 2/16 for scenario #5 and #7, respectively). In
both scenarios, BIC/TAF/FTC was the sixth-ranked HIVASSIST output, with a lower net utility weight partially
attributable to numeric penalizations for current lack of data
of BIC/TAF/FTC in patients with drug resistance or history of
treatment failure. One discordant response in scenario #6 (1/8;
13%) was attributable to DTG + TAF/FTC, which was
numerically penalized by HIV-ASSIST for having less than
2 fully active drugs in the setting of extensive Nucleoside
Reverse Transcriptase Inhibitor resistance.
We evaluated participant approaches to ARV simpliﬁcation for virally-suppressed patients in Scenarios #8–10 (see
Table 1, Supplemental Digital Content, http://links.lww.com/
QAI/B348). Each case yielded between 3 and 8 discrete ARV
regimens selected by the 17 respondents. Overall, there was
88% (44/50; range 81%–100% individually) concordance
between these responses and the 5 top-ranked outputs of HIVASSIST. Among regimens not excluded by HIV-ASSIST,
Copyright © 2019 Wolters Kluwer Health, Inc. All rights reserved.
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there was a median difference in Weighted Score comparing
the top-ranked HIV-ASSIST output and participant selection
of 0 (IQR 0, good agreement), 0 (IQR 0–0.5, good
agreement), and 0.15 (IQR 0.1–0.8, good agreement), for
Scenarios #8–10 respectively. As above, we excluded one
response containing doravirine in scenario #8 from statistical
analysis. Among the remaining discordant-free responses (6/
50; 12%), 3 were attributable to participant selection of
a regimen containing once-daily DRV/c in the setting of PI
mutations (scenario #8), which are excluded by HIV-ASSIST
based on current DHHS guidelines advocating for twice-daily
dosing of DRV in such situations.10 Furthermore, in scenario
#10 (featuring multi-class resistance with Nucleoside Reverse
Transcriptase Inhibitor, Non-Nucleoside Reverse Transcriptase Inhibitor, and Integrase Strand Transfer Inhibitor mutations), 2 participant responses (DTG/RPV and DTG bid +
DRV/c) were considered to have fewer than 2 active drugs,
resulting in numerical penalizations.
We additionally asked participants to indicate whether
they considered HIV-ASSIST outputs to be medically contraindicated, along with their rationale (see Supplemental Digital
Content, http://links.lww.com/QAI/B348). Across all scenarios,
5% (9/170 responses) of the top-ranked HIV-ASSIST outputs
were considered to be medically contraindicated (0% for
scenarios #1–3 and #9–10) by participants. Among cases in
which at least one participant considered the top HIV-ASSIST
output to be medically contraindicated (scenarios #4–8),
13%–69% of other respondents considered the same top-ranked
HIV-ASSIST output to be their preferred regimen (see Table 2,
Supplemental Digital Content, http://links.lww.com/QAI/B348).

DISCUSSION
ARV selection—like most nuanced decisions in clinical
medicine—involves a complex interaction of guideline
interpretation, internal algorithms, heuristics, and, most
importantly, shared decision-making with the patient. Current
guidelines advocate for an individualized approach to ARV
selection, incorporating a variety of patient- and virus-related
characteristics that can be challenging to implement in a busy
clinical practice. With recent FDA approval of multiple new
ARVs and more in the developmental pipeline, future HIV
providers will be faced with more treatment considerations
and therapeutic options. There thus exists a need for real-time,
patient-tailored decision support and education to support
providers in comparing and choosing between various ARV
treatment options. We describe the systematic development of
an online, easy-to-use tool to support clinicians in tailored,
individualized ARV selection across a wide range of clinical
scenarios; results of our study suggest that HIV-ASSIST
outputs are strongly concordant with practice patterns of
experienced HIV clinicians at major academic centers for
both ARV-naive and experienced patient scenarios.
Decision analysis is a quantitative and systematic
framework that allows for comparison of several uncertain
outcomes (eg, viral suppression, tolerability, and drug
interactions) involving multiple potential trade-offs.19 Decision analysis can be used to guide management options in
both patient (individual-level) and public health settings. For
www.jaids.com |
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example, Markov models can be used to mathematically
analyze clinical problems with continuous risk or iterative
decisions (eg, anticoagulation in a patient with both embolic
and hemorrhagic risk).20 Alternatively, health economists
frequently rely on decision-tree models to guide populationlevel policy decisions, often to maximize quality-adjusted
life-years and cost-effectiveness.21 However, such models are
not easily applied to individual-level decisions with a large
number of inputs, treatment options, and objectives. Guidelines developed by panels of experts offer one framework for
establishing norms in ARV treatment selection for a variety of
scenarios. However, these guidelines are subject to variable
interpretation, with more precise recommendations for ARVnaive patients and less discrete recommendations for most
other clinical permutations (eg, among ARV-experienced,
viremic patients with drug resistance “a new regimen should
include at least 2, and preferably 3, fully-active agents”).10
This heterogeneity of guideline interpretation was evident in
our survey results, particularly for situations of ARVexperienced patients. There is currently no single accepted
framework to help providers quickly navigate the relative
strengths or potential negative health effects of an increasing
number of potential ARV choices.
MCDA is a framework that allows for comparison of
multiple options when there are multiple objectives to satisfy
(ie, viral suppression and tolerability).14,15 We applied
MCDA principles to create a clinical decision support tool
to assist HIV providers by generating a weighted utility score
that can be used to rank nearly all possible multi-drug ARV
combinations under a variety of user-deﬁned scenarios. Our
approach is novel in attempting to objectively quantify the
various components of the ARV decision-making process,
allowing synthesis of multiple considerations into a single
aggregated value. Our pilot study comparing HIV-ASSIST
outputs (ranked according to aggregate “Weighted Score”)
with those of a cohort of experienced HIV clinicians suggests
a high degree of concordance (approaching 100%) for
scenarios involving ARV-naive patients. Among treatmentexperienced patients, we found wide provider heterogeneity
in ARV-prescribing preferences. This was evidenced by no
single ARV regimen being chosen by more than 38% of
respondents across 3 scenarios describing individuals with
current viremia. In this context, our overall results suggest
that HIV-ASSIST ranked outputs are in very good agreement
with provider preferences of experienced clinicians at 4
academic institutions, for a variety of complex case scenarios.
Our results also suggest widely variable provider practices,
with regimens considered “contraindicated” by some respondents, yet chosen as the regimen of choice by a similar
or larger number of respondents (see Supplemental Digital
Content, http://links.lww.com/QAI/B348). The transparency
of HIV-ASSIST algorithms can help clinicians elucidate
speciﬁc areas of heterogeneity in decision-making practices.
Recent studies have shown that more than half of HIV
care in the US is provided by primary care practitioners.22–25
As PLWH live longer, there is projected to be an increasing
demand for HIV and primary care services.4,8,22 Unfortunately, recent forecasts suggest declining numbers of primary
care physicians and HIV providers.26,27 Furthermore, a survey

of Internal Medicine program directors showed that only
a minority believed their graduates had the skills to be
primary providers for PLWH.28 Consequently, HIV care in
the US is often managed by clinicians from multiple
specialties, many of whom have not had formal training in
HIV management.22 HIV-ASSIST was created in part to
couple decision support with educational content (such as
summaries of clinical trial evidence and a “narrative report”
describing algorithm rationale for any speciﬁc ARV regimen)
and allow for integration of effective and efﬁcient learning of
HIV management principles, while simultaneously enhancing
patient care (see Supplemental Digital Content, http://links.
lww.com/QAI/B348).
Our work has several limitations. First, HIV-ASSIST
represents a tool to aid decision-making and is not a substitute
for clinical judgement. There may be additional patient- or
virus-related considerations not fully captured in current
algorithms. Second, there is no currently accepted comprehensive utility index related to composite objectives (viral
suppression and tolerability). Uncertainty and variability in
provider preferences could inﬂuence the relative concordance
of HIV-ASSIST results with individual provider practices.
Nonetheless, HIV-ASSIST presents each regimen’s component utility scores for users to explore and evaluate for
themselves, consistent with good practice guidance for
decision analysis (see Figure 3, Supplemental Digital Content, http://links.lww.com/QAI/B348).14,15 Third, we considered incorporation of ARV costs into the utility scores, but
chose not to do so in the initial version, largely because of
national variability in cost-sharing among patients, insurance
programs, AIDS Drug Assistance Programs, and other payers;
consequently it remained unclear how clinicians (and patients) are incorporating cost considerations into individuallevel decisions. Our validation study also has several
limitations. Survey responses may have been inﬂuenced by
regional and institutional variability in HIV practice patterns.
Our validation study may not be representative of practice
patterns in other areas, to the extent that practices in other
areas differ. Furthermore, a minority of respondents suggested newer agents (such as doravirine) that are not yet
included in HIV-ASSIST algorithms. There were also differences in interpretation of some survey instructions; for
example, several respondents interpreted “medical contraindication” as less preferred regimens (eg, because of increased pill
burden; see Table 2, Supplemental Digital Content, http://links.
lww.com/QAI/B348). Finally, in our iterative algorithm development process and validation study, we encountered lack of
consensus on best approaches to many common clinical
scenarios. For example, there was heterogeneity in management of virus with M184V mutations, the preferred number of
active drugs, usage of DTG/RPV for treatment simpliﬁcation,
dosing frequency of DTG or DRV in the setting of Integrase
Strand Transfer Inhibitor or PI mutations, respectively, and
usage of BIC/TAF/FTC in combination with other drugs or in
patients with a history of treatment failure. To accommodate
some differences in provider approaches, we incorporated
several user-deﬁned inputs that allow the user to prioritize
regimens with smaller pills, once-daily dosing, and 3 active
drugs (Fig. 2A).
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FIGURE 2. A, HIV-ASSIST input page with sample inputs. B, HIV-ASSIST results with default inputs (ARV-naive patient with viremia
and no resistance, without any comorbidities or comedications).

Our approach to constructing HIV-ASSIST has several
important strengths. We are among the ﬁrst to attempt to
synthesize the various dimensions of ARV decision-making
using a quantiﬁable and systematic process. Second, we
reﬁned algorithms iteratively over several years based on
scientiﬁc literature, guidelines, and expert input. Our validation study results suggest that HIV-ASSIST outputs are
largely consistent with experienced HIV providers at major
academic centers for a variety of patient scenarios. Our results
also identiﬁed several important areas of provider heterogeneity that should be addressed in future clinical studies.
Finally, our approach has sought to couple longitudinal
medical education with decision support and represents an
innovative strategy to address important projected gaps in the
HIV workforce. Future directions and challenges include
addition of newer ARV agents (and costs), incorporation into
the electronic medical record, development of a mobile
platform, and evaluation of impact (of HIV-ASSIST implementation) on provider knowledge and patient outcomes.
Copyright © 2019 Wolters Kluwer Health, Inc. All rights reserved.
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